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1. Introduction
In this paper we shall prove the following
Theorem. Let G be a 4-fold transitive group on Ω= {1, 2, ••• ' n}. If the
order of the stabilizer of four points in G is not divisible by three, then G is one of
the following groups: Siy S5, S6> A6, Mn or M12.
In the proof of this theorem we shall use the following two lemmas, which
will be proved in the section 3 and 4.
L e m m a 1. Let G be a permutation group on Ω = { 1 , 2, ••• , n} satisfying
the following two conditions.
(i) The order of the stabilizer of any four points in G is even and not divisible
by three.
(ii) Any involution fixing at least four points fixes exactly four or six points.
Then G=S6 or M12.
Lemma 2. Let G be a permutation group on Ω = { 1 , 2, ••• , n} satisfying
the following three conditions.
( i ) The order of the stabilizer of any four points in G is even and not divisible
by three.
(ii) Any involution fixing at least four points fixes exactly four or twelve
points.
(iii) For any 2-subgroup X fixing exactly twelve points, N(X)KX:><M12.
Then G=S6 or M12.
We shall use the same notation as in [4].
2. Proof of the theorem
Let G be a group satisfying the assumption of the theorem. If the order
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of the stabilizer of four points in G is odd and not divisible by three, then G is
S4, S5, A6 or Mn by a theorem of M. Hall ([1], Theorem 5.8.1). Hence we
may consider only the case in which the stabilizer of four points in G is of even
order.
Let P be a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of G l 2 3 4 . Then P φ l . If P is semiregular
on Ω —/(P), then G is S6 or M12 by Theorem of [3] and the assumption. Hence
from now on we assume that P is not semiregular on Ω—I(P) and prove the
theorem by way of contradiction.
By Corollary of [5] and Theorem of [7], \I(P)\ =4 or 5. We treat these
cases separately.
Case I. | / ( P ) | = 4 .
(1) There is a point t in Ω-/(P) such that \ I(Pt) | = 6 or 12 and iV(P,)/CFV
= S6 or M12 respectively. In particular if t is a point of a minimal P-orbit, then
N(Pt)KPt:> is one of the groups listed above.
Proof. Since G has no element of order three fixing at least four points,
this follows from Corollary of [6].
(2) Any element of order three fixes no point or exactly three points.
Proof. By (1), there is a point t in Ω-/(P) such that JV(P,)/CFV=S6 or
Ml2. Then N(Pt) has a 3-element whose restriction on I(Pt) has exactly three
fixed points. Since any element of order three fixes at most three points, | Ω | = 0
(mod 3) and any element of order three fixes no point or exactly three points.
(3) // G has a 2-subgroup Q such that \I{Q)\ =6 and N(Q)KQ'=S6y then
there is no 2-subgroup R such that \ I(R) | =12 andN(R)KR^=Ml2.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that there are 2-subgroups Q
and R such that | I(Q) | = 6 , N(Q)Icς»=S6, !I(R)\ = 12 and N{R)IcR'=M12. Let
Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
aQ> Then | /(Q) |=6 and N(Q)IC&=S6.
Similarly let i? be a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of G / ( f ? ). Then |/( i?) |=12 and
N(Ry^>Ml2. If N(R)KR'φMl2, then N(R)KR'>A12. Hence N(R)jah has
an element which is of order three and fixes nine points, contrary to (2). Thus
N(R)KR:>=Ml2. Hence we may assume that Q and R are Sylow 2-subgrouρs
of GIcς» and GICf& respectively.
Since G is 4-fold transitive on Ω, we may assume that P contains Q and R.
Then set I(Q)= {1, 2, 3, 4, i19 Q and I(R)= {1, 2, 3, 4Jl9j19 - ,/8}. Since
N{Q)KQ:>=S6J for any point i of {ilt Q Pi=Q and Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of
G1234i. Similarly since N(R)IcRy=M12, for any point; of {j\,j2, — ,J8} Pj=R
and R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G1234J>. Hence the G1234-orbit Δ containing
i is different from the G1234-orbit Γ containing j . Since N(Q)nQ:>=S6 and
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N(R)™=M12, ft, Q CΔ and {juJ\, - ,;8} SΓ.
Since N(Q)ICQ:>=SS, there is an element
* = (1 2 3) (4) ft) ft) - .
Then X^LN{GX
 2 3 4). Hence x induces a permutation on the set of Gl23 4-orbits.
Since fa, *'2}cΔ and {i1,i2}*={ii,ί2>} Δ*=ΔV Since the order of G l 2 3 4 is
not divisible by three, the lengts of G12 34-orbits in Ω—{1,2, 3, 4} are not
divisible by three. By (2), I(x)= {4, ily Q and so x has no fixed point in
Ω-({1, 2, 3, 4} U Δ). Thus Γ*ΦΓ. On the other hand since N(R)Icm=M12>
there is an element
y = (1 2 3) (4) (j\) (j2) (j3 jA j5) (j6 h j.) -
Then y<=N(Gl234). Since {;„;;, •• ,y8} c Γ and {j19j2i "*9j8y={j1J2i'"JB}9
Γ
: y
=Γ. Hence Γ ^ ' ^ Γ ^ Φ Γ . This is a contrdiction since yx~1^.G1234 and
ΓisaG l 2 3 4 -orb i t . Thus we complete the proof.
(4) Suppose that P has a subgroup Q such that \ I(Q) \ =6 and N(Q)ICQ>=S6
(I I(Q) I = 1 2 and N{Q)IW=M12). Let Q be a subgroup of P such that the order
of Q is maximal among all subgroups of P fixing more than six {twelve) points.
Set N=N(Q)IC^\ Then M satisfies the following conditions.
( i ) The order of the stabilizer of any four points in N is even and not divisi-
by three.
(i i ) Any involution of N fixing at least four points fixes exactly four or six
(twelve) points.
(iii) N has an involution fixing exactly six (twelve) points.
(iv) When P has a subgroup Q such that \I(Q)\ = 1 2 and N(Q)ICΦ=M12,
for any Isubgroup X of N fixing exactly twelve points, NN(X)KX:><M12.
Proof, (i), (ii) and (iv) are obvious, (iii) follows immediatly from The-
orem 1 in [6].
(5) By Lemma 1 and 2, which will be proved in the section 4, there is
no such group N as in (4). Thus we complete the proof of Case I.
Case II. | / ( P ) | = 5 .
(1) Let t be a point of a minimal P-orbit in Ω-I(P). Then | I(Pt) \ =7,9
or 13. In particular if \I(Pt)\=<) or 13, then N(Pt)ICP^<A8 or
Si X Ml2 respectively.
Proof. This is Theorem of [6].
(2)
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Proof. If |/(P,)| = 7 , then N(Pt)ICP^ is one of the groups listed in (2) of
Case II in the section 3 of [6]. But these groups have an element of order three
fixing four points. Thus | I(Pt) | φ7.
(3) |/(P,) |Φ9.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that \I(Pt)\ = 9 . Then we may
assume that I(Pt)= {1, 2, —, 9}. Set N=N(Pt)KP<\ Then for any four points
ί, j , k and / of I(Pt), N£ j k t has an involution fixing exactly five points.
First assume that N is primitive. Then since N is a subgroup of A9 and
has an involution fixing five points, N=A9 (see [9]). But this is a contradiction
since N has no element which is of order three and fixes six points.
Next assume that N is transitive but imprimitive. Then N has three
blocks { i19 i2, Q, {jlyj2,j3} and {kly k2, k3} of length three. Let x be an inovlu-
tion fixing ily i2yj\ andy2. Then x fixes ί3, j3 and one more point of {kly k2> k3}.
Thus x is a transposition. This is a contradiction since N<A9.
Finally assume that N is intransitive. Then one of the iV-orbits is of
length less than five.
Suppose that N has an orbit of length one, say {1}. Then for any four
point /, j , k and / of {2, 3, •••, 9}, there is an involution in N fixing exactly
five points 1, i, j , k and /. Then by a lemma of D. Livingstone and A.
Wagner [2], N, is 4-fold transitive on {2, 3, •••,9}. Thus N=S1xA8. This
is a contradiction since iV has no element which is of order three and fixes
six points.
Suppose that N has an orbit of length two, say {1, 2}. Then for any
three points i,j and k of {3, 4, , 9}, there is an involution in N fixing exactly five
points 1, 2, i,j and k. Thus by a lemma of D. Livingstone and A. Wagner
[2], N12 is 3-fold transitive on {3,4, - , 9 } . Hence by [9], N12=A7. This
is a contradiction since iV has no element which is of order three and fixes
six points.
Suppose that Λf has an orbit of length three, say {1,2,3}. Set Δ =
{4, 5, •••, 9}. Then for any four points of Δ, there is an involution in JVΔ fixing
exactly these four points. Hence by a lemma of D. Livingstone and A.
Wagner [2], ΛΓΔ is 4-fold transitive on Δ and so iVΔ=*Sf6. Thus iV has an
element
* = (4)(5 6 ) ( 7 8 9 ) . .
Since N<Ag, x is an even permutation. Hence x has one more 2-cycle on
{1, 2, 3}. Thus x2 is of order three and fixes six points, which is a contradiction.
Suppose that N has an orbit of length four, say {1,2,3,4}. Set Δ =
{5, 6, •••, 9}. Then for any three points i, j and k of Δ, iV has an involution
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fixing i,j,k and two more points of {1,2,3,4}. Thus by a lemma of D.
Livingstone and A. Wagner [2], iVΔ is 3-fold transitive on Δ and so N*=S5.
Thus N has an element
* = (56)(789) .
Since N<A9, x is an even permutation. Hence x has one 2-cycle and two
fixed points, or one 4-cycle on {1, 2, 3, 4}. Thus xA is of order three and fixes
six points, which is a contradiction.
Thus |/(P,) |Φ9.
(4) If |/(P # ) |=13, then ^ ( P ^ ^ x J I f ^ . Hence N(Pt)ICPS has an
element of order three fixing four points, which is a contradiction.
Thus we complete the proof of Case II and so complete the proof of The-
orem.
3. Proof of Lemma 1
Let G be a permutation group satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 1.
If G has no involution fixing six points, then G=S6 or Ml2 by Theorem 1 in [6]
and the assumptions. Hence from now on we assume that G has an involution
fixing exactly six points and prove Lemma 1 by way of contradiction. Then
we may assume that G has an involution a fixing exactly six points 1,2, •••, 6 and
a = (1) ( 2 ) - ( 6 ) (7 8 ) - .
SetT=C(a) 7 8 .
(1) For any two points i and j of I(a), there is an involution in T{ y . Any
involution of T is not the identity on I(a).
Proof. Since a normalizes G78iJ and G76iJ is of even order, G78iJ has
an involution x commuting with a. Then x^T{j. Since \I(a)\=6 and
I(x)Ώ{7, 8}, any involution of T is not the identity on I(a) by (ii).
(2) Any element of order three of T has no fixed points in I(a).
Proof. If an element u of order three of T has fixed points in I{a)> then
since \I(a)\ =6, u fixes at least three points of I(a). This contradicts (i) since
I(u)Ώ. {7, 8}. Thus any element of order three of T has no fixed point in I(a).
(3) We may assume that ( Γ / C Λ ) ) l 2 3 4 = l .
Proof. By (2), Γ / ( β ) φ 5 6 . Hence there is four points in I(ά) such that
the stabilizer of these four points in J I / ( Λ ) is the identity. Hence we may as-
sume that (Tκa\
 2 3 4 = 1.
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(4) Tκa:> is one of the following groups.
(a) TIW is intransitive and one of the Tκa:>-orbits is of length one, two or three.
(b) J l / ( α ) is a transitive but imprimitive group with three blocks of length two
or two blocks of length three.
(c) TIW is primitive.
Proof. This is clear.
(5) TRa:> has no orbit of length one.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that T / C β ) has an orbit of length
one.
First assume that a r / c e ) -orbit of length one is contained in {1,2,3,4}.
Then we may assume that {1} is a Γ / ( Λ )-orbit of length one. By (1), T2Z has
an involution x
x
. By (3), we may assume that
*, = (1) (2) (3) (5) (4 6 ) . .
Similarly T24 has an involution x2 of the form
x2 = (1) (2) (4) (5) (3 6 ) . - or (1) (2) (4) (6) (3 5) . . . .
If x2 is of the first from, then xx x2={\) (2) (5) (3 6 4) •--, contrary to (2). Thus
x2 is of the second form. Similarly Γ 3 4 has an invloution x3 of the form
*s = (1) (3) (4) (5) (2 6) . - or (1) (3) (4) (6) (2 5) . . . .
If x3 is of the first form, then xλ x3={X) (3) (5) (2 6 4) •--, contrary to (2). If xz
is of the second form, then x2x3=(l) (4) (6) (2 5 3) «--, contrary to (2).
Let {/} be a Γ / c β )-orbit of length one. Then as is shown above, for any
three points;, k and / of I{a)-{i} (TIW)iJklΦl. Hence by a lemma of D.
Livingstone and A. Wagner [2], (Γ / C Λ ) ) t is 3-fold transitive on I(a)—{i}.
Hence ( Γ / ( β ) ) , = S 5 . Then T has an element which is of order three and has
fixed points in I(a), contrary to (2). Thus J l / ( α ) has no orbit of length one.
(6) Γ / C Λ ) has neither orbit of length two nor block of length two.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that T l / ( β ) has an orbit of length
two or three blocks of length two.
First assume that {1, 2, 3, 4} contains an orbit of length two or a block of
length two. Then we may assume that {1, 2} is an orbit or a block. By (1),
T13 has an involution xx. By (3), we may assume that
Let x2 be an involution of 7\4. Then similarly
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x2 = (1) (2) (4) (5) (3 6 ) . - or (1) (2) (4) (6) (3 5)... .
If x2 is of the first form, then xx x2=(l) (2) (5) ( 3 6 4 ) — , contrary to (2). Thus
x2 is of the second form. Hence when T
Kά)
 is imprimitive, {1, 2}, {3, 5} and
{4, 6} form a complete block system. Let x3 be an involution of T3 4. When
Γ
/Cβ)
 is imprimitive
* = (12) (3) (4) (5) ( 6 ) - .
When TKa> has an orbit {1, 2}, x3 is of this form or *,=(1 2) (3) (4) (5 6) - .
But if x3=(ί 2) (3) (4) (5 6) •., then (x, x3)2=(l) (2) (3) (4 6 5) - , contrary to
(2). Thus in any case x3 is of the same form on I(a).
Set Δ = {1, 2, --,$}. Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of ζa, xly x2, x3y. Then
a^Z(Q), Q*=ζa, xly x2, #3)>Δ and Q±=l. Hence Q= ζa, %ιy X2y X3y, where
%$=x$ and x4 is conjugate to xiy /=1,2,3. Thus we may assume that
ζa, xly x2, x3y is a 2-group. Then ζa,xx,x2,x3y is elementary abelian. Since
| /(Λ#I) | <6, ζa, ^>Q~A has at most one orbit of length two and the remaining
orbits are of length four.
Suppose that ζa, x^> has an orbit of length four. Then we may assume
that {9, 10, 11, 12} is an orbit of length four and
x
x
 = (1) (2) (3) (5) (4 6) (7) (8) (9 11) (10 12)... .
Suppose that x2 fixes {9, 10, 11, 12}. Then since \I{ax2)\ < 6 and \I(xtx2)\ <6,
x2=(9 12)(10 11) on {9,10,11,12}. Hence ζa,xλ,x2\1Qlιl2 = ζaxλx2y and
J(ΛΛ?1Λ?2)={1,2,9, 10,11,12}. Thus <a,x19x2> has exactly one orbit {9,10,11,12}
of length four. Then since x3 normalizes ζβyxlyx2yy x3 fixes {9, 10, 11, 12}.
Then by the same argument as is used for x2y x3 is of the same form as x2 on
{9, 10, 11, 12}. Hence I(x2x3)> {4, 6,7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12}, contrary to (ii). Thus
x2 does not fix any ζa, Λ^-orbit of length four. Hence ζa, xly #2>
Ω
~
Δ
 h a s a t
most one orbit of length two and the remaining orbits are of length eight.
Hence ζa, x
λ
, x2, #3)>-orbits whose lengths are not two are of length eight or
sixteen. If ζa, xly x2, x3y has an orbit of length eight, then ζa, xly x2, xzy has
an involution fixing at least eight points of this orbit, contrary to (ii). Thus
ζa, x
u
x2, x3y
Q
~
A
 has at most one orbit of lenght two and is semiregular on the
set consisting of the remaining points. Since ζa, x^> nomralizes G9 1 0 n 12 and
^9 io a i2 i s °f e v e n order, there is an involution y in G910 u 12 commuting with a
and x
v
 Then y fixes {1,2,3,5}, {4,6} and {7,8}. Suppose that j Δ e
ζa, x19 x2, Λ:3>
Δ
. Then since ζa,x
λ
,x2,x3,yy± is of odd order, ζa,xx,x2,xzy
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of ζa, xiy x2, x3, yy. Hence ζa, xiy x2, xzy has an element
which is conjugate to y in ζa, x19 x2, x3,yy. This is a contradiction since any
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involution of <#, xiy x2> x3> fixes at most two points of Ω —Δ. Thus
ζa, x19 x2, #3>
Δ
. Hence {1, 2}y= {3, 5}. On the other hand since y fixes {7, 8},
y or ya is contained in T. Thus {1,2} is not a Γ-orbit. Then Γ/Cβ) is
imprimitive and we may assume that y=(ί 3) (2 5) on {1, 2, 3, 5}. Then x2y
is of order 4m, where zrc is odd. Set z=(x2y)2m. Then
* = (12) (3 5) (4) (6) (7) (8)..
and z centralizes <α, ΛJX, A?2,J>> Since |/(j>)|<6, j> fixes exactly four points 9,
10, 11 and 12 in Ω - Δ . Hence z fixes {9, 10, 11, 12}. Thus the <ayxiyx29 z)-
orbit containing {9,10,11,12} is of length eight. Since ζayx19x2yzy is
abelian and of order sixteen, there is an involution fixing this <Λ, xiy x2> #>-
orbit of length eight pointwise, contrary to (ii). Thus <#, x^> has no orbit
of length four. Since \I{ax
x
)\ <6, | Ω | = 8 or 10.
Suppose that | Ω | = 8 . Then by (i), there is an involution x in G fixing
1, 3, 4 and 7. If x fixes 8, then X G Ϊ 1 , Hence x fixes 2. Then xKa^(Ξ
{TKa\2Z, and Λ ^ Φ l , contrary to (3). Hence *=(1) (3) (4) (7) (8 i) ••,
iG {2, 5, 6}. Then (ΛΛ?)2=(7 8ί), contrary to (i).
Suppose that | Ω | = 10. Then
* 1 = (1) (2) (3) (5) (4 6) (7) (8) (9 10),
x2 = (1) (2) (3 5) (4) (6) (7) (8) (9 10).
By (i), there is an involution x in G fixing 1, 3, 4 and 7. Assume that x fixes 8.
If x commutes with α, then x<= Γ. Hence x fixes 2. Then * / C β ) e { T K a \ 2 Z A
and # / ( a )=t=l, contrary to (3). Thus x does not commute with a and so
{9, 10}*Φ{9, 10}. If x fixes 9, then * = ( 9 ) (10 z) - , ί e {2, 5, 6}. Hence
(
Λ Λ
:) 2=(9 10 t), contrary to (i). Similarly x does not fix 10. Thus x=(9 i)
(10y), {i,j} C {2, 5, 6}. Then (x1 x2 x)2 is of order three and fixes at lesat four
points, contrary to (i). Thus x does not fix 8. Hence #=(1) (3) (4) (7) (8 i) •••,
ί e {2, 5, 6, 9, 10}. If ί e { 2 , 5 , 6 } , then ax=(ί) (3) (4) (8 7 /)••-. Since
IΩI = 10, a suitable power of ax is of order three and fixes at least four points,
contrary to (i). If ί G {9, 10}, then ^ # = ( 1 ) (3) (8 7 i) •••. Then similarly
we have a contradiction. Hence {1,2} is neither orbit nor block.
Let {i,j} be an orbit or a block of TKά). Then by what we have proved
above, for any two points k and /of {1,2, •••, 6} — {i,j} there is an involution
in (TKa:>)ijki. Hence by a lemma of D. Livingstone and A. Wagner [2],
( Γ / C β ) )
ί y is doubly transitive on I(a)-{i,j}. Hence ( Γ / C β ) ) ί y = 5 4 . Then
( Γ / ( β ) ) , y has an element of order three, contrary to (2). Thus TKά) has
neither orbit of length two nor block of length two.
(7) T K β ) has neither orbit of length three nor block of length three.
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Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that TICa:> has an orbit of length
three or two blocks of length three. When T>/(Λ) is intransitive, TICa:> has two
orbits of length three by (5) and (6). Let {i19 *2, i3} and {j19ja9jz} be the two
orbits or the two blocks. Then Tili2 has an involution
Since {j\yj2,j3} is an orbit or a block and *€Ξ Th h ,3, (TKα% , 2 h=S3. Thus
(r/ C e )) t l l-2,-3 has an element of order three, contrary to (2). Hence TICα:> has
neither orbit of length three nor block of length three.
(8) We show that TKά) is not primitive and complete the proof.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that T / ( α ) is primitive. Then
since any element of order three in TKd) has no fixed point, TKa:>=PSL(2y 5) or
PGL(2y 5) (see [9]). Let u be an element of order three of T. Since u commutes
with a> if u has a fixed point in Ω — (I(a)\J {7, 8}), then u fixes at least two
points of fί-(I(a) U {7, 8}), contrary to (i). Thus I(u)={7y 8} and so |Ω | = 2
(mod 3). Furthermore this shows that any element of order three fixes exactly
two points of Ω. Hence iV(G/(Λ))/Cα) has no element consisting of exactly
one 3-cycle. Thus N(GKa,)Ka^A6. Then since Γ / ( β ) = PSL (2,5) or
PGL(2, 5), N(GKa,)Ka' = PSL(2,5) or PGL(2, 5). Furthermore this shows
that for any involution v fixing exactly six points, N(GI<:v^)I<iv:>=PSL (2, 5) or
PGL(2, 5).
Suppose that G has an involution x fixing exactly four points. Then x
is of the form
For any two points i
r
 and i
s
 of {i19 i2, z3, i4} x normalizes Gjλ J2 if ig. Hence by
(i), G y i y2 , ig has an involution y commuting with x. If y fixes I(x) pointwise,
then I(y)=Ί(x)Ό{j19j2}' Thus | % ) | = 6 and xKy'={jίj2). This is a con-
tradiction since N(GICyJKy0=PSL (2, 5) or PGL (2, 5). Hence y fixes exactly
two points i
r
 and i
s
 in I(x). Hence by a lemma of D. Levingstone and A.
Wagner [2], (C(x)Jjj2Yw=SA. Thus C{x)hJ2 has a 3-element of the form
(hhh)(h)(ji)(J2) '"• This is a contradiction since every element of order
treee fixes exactly two points. Thus G has no involution fixing exactly four
points.
Let x be an involution of Γ l 2 . Then we may assume that
α = (l)(2) . (6)(7 8)(9 10). ,
* = (1) (2) (3 4) (5 6) (7) (8) (9) (10) ••• .
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Let (ij)be any 2-cycle of a. Then (C(α),
 y ) / C β ) =P5L (2, 5) or PGL(2, 5).
Since JV(G/αo)/Cβ> is also PSL (2, 5) or PGL(2,5), TIUύ=(C(a)t tf™ or one
of these two groups is a subgroup of the other. Hence there are 3-elements
u and v! in T and C(α)
ί y respectively such that u
ICa:>
=u
/Ka\ Then w and vl
normalize G/ ( Λ ), /(*/)= {7, 8} and I{uf)={i,j). Let Γ be the G/(α)-orbit
containing {7, 8}. Then since {7, 8}*= {7, 8}, Γ*=Γ. Suppose that {i,j} is
contained in a G/(α)-orbit different form Γ. Since the order of G / ( Λ ) is not
divisible by three, | Γ | is not divisible by three. Hence ΓM'=f=Γ. Thus
Γ ^ ' ^ Γ ^ Φ Γ . This is a contradiction since m/- 1 ^ G / ( α ). Thus {i,j}cΓ.
Since (i j) is any 2-cycle of a, G / ( Λ ) is transitive on Ω — I(a). From the same
reason, G/Gc) is transitive on Ω—I{x). Then since /«G / ( Λ ), G / ( Λ ) »={1, 2},
G l 2 is transitive on Ω — {1, 2}. Since iV(G/(Λ)) is doubly transitive on /(α), G
is 3-fold transitive on Ω.
Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G / ( α ). Since N(Q)ICa'=N(GIίa,)Ka\
(N(Q)Ka\23=l. Hence ρ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G l 2 3 . Since |/(Q)| = 6 ,
G is not 4-fold transitive by Theorem of [4]. On the other hand G / ( Λ ) is transi-
tive on Ω — I(a). Hence there is a point i
λ
 in {4, 5, 6} such that i
x
 does not
belong to the G123-orbit containing Ω — I(a). Since Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup
of G 1 2 3 , the length of the G123-orbit containing ix is not two. Moreover the
length of the G
x 2 3-orbit containing ix is not three since G12 3 has no element of
order three. Thus G 1 2 3 fixes ilm Since Q is a Sylow 2-subgrouρ of G 1 2 3 ,
{4, 5, 6,} — {/J is not a G12 3-orbit. Similarly since | {4, 5, •••, n} — {Q \ is even,
{4, 5, •••, n} — {/J is not a G123-orbit. Hence G123-orbits on Ω— {1, 2, 3} are
{4}, {5}, {6} and {7, 8, •••, n} or {/J, {Q and {ί3, 7, 8, •••, w}, where {i1912, is} =
{4,5,6}. First assume that {4}, {5}, {6} and {7, 8, •• ,w} are G123-orbits.
By (i), G
x 2 3 7 has an involution y. Then y<=G12Z. Hence / ( j ) 3 {1, 2, •••, 7},
contraty to (ii). Next assume that {/
x
}, {/2} and {z'3, 7, 8, •••,«} are G123-orbits.
Since G is 3-fold transitive on Ω, G12Z=G12 ,-^Gi 2 , 2 and G123+G12 , 3. Thus
Gj
 2 , 3 fixes exactly two points of Ω— {1, 2, •••, 6}. This is a contradiction since
a^G12{3 and a has no fixed point in Ω— {1, 2, •••, 6}.
Thus we complete the proof of Lemma 1.
4. Proof of Lemma 2
The proof of Lemma 2 is similar to the proof of Lemma 1. Let G be
a permutation group satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 2. If G has no
involution fixing twelve points, then G=S6 or M12 by Theorem 1 and the as-
sumptions. Hence from now on we assume that G has a involution fixing exactly
twelve points and prove Lemma 2 by way of contradiction. Then we may
assume that G has an involution a fixing exactly twelve points 1, 2, •••, 12 and
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Set T=C(z)
v
(1) For any two points i and j of I(a), there is an involution in Ttj. Any
involution of T is not the identity on I(a).
(2) Any element of order three in T has no fixed point on I{a).
The proofs of (1) and (2) are similar to the proofs of (3.1) and (3.2) re-
spectively.
(3) Γ / ( β ) is one of the following groups.
(a) jΓ/Cα) is intransitive and one of the TICa:-orbits is of length one, two,
three, four, five or six.
(b) TKά) is a transitive but imprimitive group with six blocks of length two,
four blocks of length three, three blocks of length four or two blocks of
length six.
(c) Γ/Cβ) is primitive.
Proof. This is clear.
(4) T / ( Λ ) is not primitive.
Proof. If Γ/Cβ) is primitive, then by (iii) TKa' is PSL (2, 11), Λf
n
 or M12,
which are of degree twelve (see [9]). But since TKά) has an involution fixing
at least two points by (1), TKa:>ΦPSL (2, 11). Furthermore since any element
of order three of TKd) has no fixed point by (2), T / ( β ) φ M
n
, M12. Thus Γ
/ ( Λ )
is not primitive.
(5) Γ / ( β ) has no orbit of length one.
Proof. If Γ / ( Λ ) has an orbit {z} of length one, then Γ ' ^ - ω is one of the
groups of (4) of Lemma 4 in [5]. But all these groups have an element of order
three which has fixed points, contrary to (2). Thus TKeύ has no orbit of length
one.
(6) TKά) has neither orbit of length three nor block of length three.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that Γ/Cβ) has an orbit of length
three or a block of length three, say {1,2,3}. Let x
x
 be an involution of
T
x 2. Then we may assume that
* 1 = (l)(2)(3)(4)(56)(78)(910)(1112) . .
When Tκ<ί) is transitive but imprimitive, we may assume that the block
containing 4 is {4, 5, 6}. Assume that T / C β ) is intransitive. If the length of
the orbit containing 4 is not divisible by three, then (T/Cβ))4 has an element of
order three, contrary to (2). If the length of the orbit containing 4 is nine,
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then (TKa\ has an element of order three, contrary to (2). Thus the length
of the orbit containing 4 is three or six. On the other hand x1 fixes exactly one
point 4 in the orbit containing 4. Hence the length of the orbit containing 4
is three. Thus we may assume that {4, 5, 6} is an orbit.
Let x2 be an involution of T15. Then x2 fixes {1, 2, 3} and {4, 5, 6}. If
x2=(l) (5) (4 6) •••, then xγx2=(\) (4 6 5) •••, contrary to (2). Hence x2 fixes
{4, 5, 6} pointwise. Since | /(*2/CΛ)) | = 4 ,
Let x3 be an involution of T2 5. Then by the same argument as is used for x2,
* = (2) (13) (4) (5) ( 6 ) - .
Then x2 x3={\ 3 2) (4) (5) (6) •••, contrary to (2). Thus Γ / C α ) has neither orbit
of length three nor block of length three.
(7) y / ( β ) has no subgroup which is isomorphic to the following group ζx19
x2y x3y as a permutation group.
^ = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6) (7 8) (9 10) (11 12),
x2 = (1) (2) (3 4) (5) (6) (7 8) (9 11) (10 12),
* = (1 2) (3 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9 10) (11 12).
Proof. This follows from the same argument as in the proof of (3.3) in [8].
(8) T / < : α ) has neither orbit of length four nor block of length four.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that TKd) has an orbit of length
four or a block of length four, say {1, 2, 3, 4}.
First assume that T has an involution x
λ
 fixing {1, 2, 3, 4} pointwise. Then
we may assume that
* 1 = (l)(2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 8)(910)(1112). .
Let x2 be an involution of Tx 5. Then x2 fixes {1, 2, 3, 4} and so # 2 / ( Λ ) commutes
with Λ?/CΛ). Hence we may assume that
Let x3 be an involution of Γ 3 5 . Then similarly XjiCβ) commutes with # / ( a ) .
Hence xz
Kά)
 fixes 3, 5 and 6. Since \I(x/Ca>)\ = 4 , # 3 / C α ) fixes one more point
of {1, 2, 4}. If x3 fixes 1 or 2, then x2 * . = ( 1 ) (2 4 3) (5) (6) - or (2) (1 4 3)
(5) (6) ••• respectively, contrary to (2). Thus x3 fixes 4. Then # 3 / C Λ ) commutes
with Λ?2
/Cα)
 and so
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This is a contradiction since Γ/Cβ) has no such subgroup as ζxly x2, Λ:3>
/(α)
 by (7).
Next assume that T has no involution fixing {1,2,3,4} pointwise. Let
x1 be an involution of Tx 2. Then
Let x2 be an involution of 7\ 3. Then
Then x.x^il) (2 4 3) •••, contrary to (2). Thus TIW has neither orbit of
length four nor block of length four.
(9) TIW has no orbit of length five.
Proof. If TIW has an orbit Δ of length five, then TIW has an involution
fixing exactly three points of Δ. Thus TA=S5 (see [9]). Then Γ Δ has an
element of order three fixing two points, contrary to (2). Thus Γ / ( α ) has no
orbit of length five.
(10) TIW has no orbit of length two. If TIW is a transitive but imprimi-
tive group with six blocks of length two, then T/Cα) is also a transitive but imprimi-
tive group with two blocks of length six.
Proof. Suppose that TIW has an orbit of length two or a block of length
two, say {1,2}, Since (TKay)12 is a subgroup of Mlo and has no element of
order three, the order of (Γ / C α ))1 2 is 2 r 5s, where 4 > r > l and s=0 or 1.
Assume that s=0. Then the subgroup H of T fixing {1, 2} as a set is a
2-group on I(a). Since (TIW)12 is a normal subgroup of i//CΛ), Tl2 has an
involution x
x
 whose restriction on I(a) is a central involution of HIW. Then
we may assume that
When TIW is imprimitive, {3, 4} is a block of T / ( a ) since I(x1IW)={l, 2, 3, 4}.
Let x2 be an involution of 7\5. Then x 2 e Γ 1 2 . Hence x/
w
 commutes
with x/'"5. Hence we may assume that
Let xz be an involution of T3 5. When {1, 2} is a Γ-orbit, xzIW commutes
with x
x
Ka\ Hence x3=(l 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) •••. Hence x3IW commutes with
x2
na\ When TIW is imprimitive, {5, 6} is a block of TIW since I(χ2IW)=
{1, 2, 5, 6}. Hence x3 fixes {3, 4, 5, 6} pointwise. Hence #3 / ( Λ ) commutes with
Λ:1
/CΛ)
 and x2
Ica\ Thus in any case
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«, = (12)(3)(4)(5)(6)(78)(912)(1011) - .
Then since T has no such subgroup as ζxly x2, #3> by (7), we have a contradic-
tion.
Thus s=l. Since the order of (Γ / C β )) 1 2 is 2 r 5, (T / ( Λ ) ) 1 2 is solvable. Let
N be a minimal normal subgroup of (TJW)12. Then N is elementary abelian.
Let u be an element of T
x 2 such that the order of u
Ka:>
 is five. Suppose that
N is a 2-group. Since N is an elementary abelian subgroup of M
x 0, the order
of N is two or four. Hence uIW centralizes N. This is a contradiction since
u
κa>
 consists of two 5-cycles on I(a)— {1,2} and any involution of N has exactly
two fixed points in /(α)—{1,2}. Thus N is a 5-group. Hence ζu)Ka:> is
normal in (TIW)12 and so the unique Sylow 5-subgroup of {TKa\2.
Suppose that {1, 2} is a Γ-orbit. Then {TKa\
 2 is normal in T
Ka\ Since
<w>Kfl) is the unique Sylow 5-subgroup of (T / C Λ ))1 2, <w>/CΛ) is normal in TKa\
Let Δ be a <V>/(α)-orbit of length five. Then for any two points i and j of
Δ, Tij has an involution x, which fixes Δ. Since |I(xICa:>)| = 4 and | Δ | = 5 ,
\I(x)Π Δ | = 3 . Thus the subgroup of T fixing Δ as a set is S5 on Δ. Hence
T has an element of order three fixing two points of Δ, contrary to (2). Thus
TIW has no orbit of length two.
Suppose that TIW is imprimitive. Let x
x
 be an involution of T1 3. Then
we may assume that
Since (<uyxήIW==<u>IW and x
λ
 is of order two, (uxήIW=uIW or (iΓ 1) 7^.
Since x
x
 fixes exactly two points of I(ά)— {1, 2} and u has no fixed point in
I{ά)- {1,2}, (uxήICayΦuna\ Thus {ίf^^ur1)1^. Hence we may assume that
M = ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 5 7 8 6 ) ( 4 9 1 1 1 2 1 0 ) - .
Since TKa:> is an imprimitive group with blocks of length two and x
x
 fixes a
block containing 3, {3,4} is a block. Then {3,4}M<, 0</<4, is also a block.
Thus {1,2}, {3,4} {5,9}, {7, 11}, {8, 12} and {6, 10} are a complete block
system of TKa\
Since u^T12, (THa\2 is transitive or has two orbits of length five on /
(a)- {1, 2}. Suppose that (TKa\
 2 is transitive on I(a)- {1, 2}. Then since
<w>/(β) is a normal subgroup of {TKa\2y T12 has a 2-element x such that
{3, 5, 7, 8, 6}*= {4, 9, 11, 12, 10}. Then | /(*) Π I(a) \ =2 and so xIW is of order
eight. Then (x4)IW is of order two and fixes exactly two points of I{a)— {1, 2}.
Hence (tιχiyw=(u-1)Ka\ Hence xIW induces an automorphism of order eight
of <w>/CΛ) by conjugation. This is a contradiction since the order of <#>/(α)
is five. Hence (Γ / C Λ ))1 2 has two orbits of length five on I(a)- {1, 2}. Then
since ( Γ / w ) i = ( Γ / w ) 1 2 , (TIW)X has three orbits {2}, {3,5,6,7,8} and
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{4,9,10,11,12} on 7(α)-{l}.
Let x2 be an involution of Γ56. Since {5, 9} and {6, 10} are blocks of TKa\
x2 fixes 5, 9, 6 and 10. Hence x2
IW
 commutes with x
x
na>
. Then x2 fixes
{1, 2, 3, 4}. If x2=(l 2) (3 4) (5) (6) (9) (10) ..., then x2 normalizes T12 and
««>*2)/<β)Φ<tt>/Cβ). This is a contradiction since <«>/CΛ) is the unique Sylow
5-subgroup of (Γ / ( Λ ) ) l 2 . Hence we may assume that
^2 = (13)(24)(5)(6)(9)(10)(7 8)(1112)....
Then <7\, x2y
w
 has two orbits {1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8} and {2, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12}. Thus
y/c«) j
s a
j
s o a n
 imprimitive group with blocks of length six.
(11) We show that T / ( β ) has neither orbit of length six nor block of length six
and complete the proof.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that TIW has an orbit of length
six or a block of length six, say {1,2, •••,6}. Set Δ={1, 2, •••, 6}.
Assume that T has an involution fixing exactly four points of Δ. Then
we may assume that T has an involution
x
x
 = (l)(2)(3)(4)(56)(78)(910)(ll 12) - .
Let x2 be an involution of T1 5. Then x2 fixes Δ. If #2=(1) (5) (6 ί) « , i e
{2, 3, 4}, then x
x
 x2—(l) (5 i 6) •••, contrary to (2). Hence x2 fixes 6. Then x2
fixes {1, 2, 3, 4} and so x2IW commutes with xxKa\ Hence we may assume that
*, = (1) (2) (3 4) (5) (6) (7 8) (9 11) (10 12) - .
Let x3 be an involution of Tz 5. Then by the same argument as is used for x2,
x™ commutes with x
λ
IW
 and x3=(l 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) •••. Hence x3IW com-
mutes with x2
Ka\ Hence
*, = (12)(3)(4)(5)(6)(78)(912)(1011) . .
Then since T has no such subgroup as ζxiy x2i #3)> by (7), we have a contradi-
ction.
Thus T has no involution fixing four points of Δ. Then we may assume
that T has an involution
Since Ifa) =) {1, 2, 7, 8, 13, 14}, | ifo) | = 12 by (i). Hence we may assume that
a = (1) (2).» (12) (13 14) (15 16) (17 18) (19 20) - ,
Xl = (1) (2) (3 4) (5 6) (7) (8) (9 10) (11 12) (13) (14) - (20) ••• .
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Let x2 be an involution of T13. Then x2 fixes Δ and / ( Λ ! 2 ) Π Δ = { 1 , 3}. If
x2=(l) (3) (2 4) •••, then xγ xz=(l) (2 4 3) •••, contrary to (2). Hence we may
assume that * 2=(1) (3) (2 5) (4 6) •-. Then xx * a = ( l ) ( 2 5 4 3 6 ) . . . . Thus
(x
x
 x2)Ka:> is of order five and so \xx x2)Ka:> has one more fixed points in /(#) —Δ.
Hence we may assume that
*. = (1) (3) (2 5) (4 6) (7) (8 11) (10 12) - .
Hence
x
x
 x2 = (1) (2 5 4 3 6) (7) (8 11 10 9 12) ... .
Thus the subgroup of T fixing Δ as a set is doubly transitive on Δ and on /
(α)-Δ.
Since the order TIW is divisible by three, T has an element u of order
three. Then by (2), u has no fixed point in I(a). Thus u fixes exactly two points
13 and 14 in I(a){J {13, 14}. Since u commutes with a> if u has fixed points
in Ω - ( / ( Λ ) U {13, 14}), then u fixes at least two points of Ω-(/(α)U {13, 14}),
contrary to (ii). Thus u has no fixed point in Ω — (I(a) U {13, 14}) and so I(u)~
{13,14}. This shows that | Ω | = 2 (mod 3). Hence any element of order
three has exactly two fixed points.
Now we consider iV(G/(a)). Let H be the subgroup of iV(G/(Λ)) fixing Δ
as a set and H the subgroup of T fixing Δ as a set. Since H is doubly tran-
sitive on Δ, H is doubly transitive on Δ. Hence HA=S6, A6, PGL(2, 5) or
PSL (2, 5) (see [9]). Since any element of order three fixes exactly two points
and |/(α)|=12, any element of order three of iV(G/(α)) has no fixed point in
I(a). Hence H*=PGL (2, 5) or PSL (2, 5). Thus HIW=HIW or the index
of HIW in HIW is two. If iV(G/(β)) is transitive on /(α), then by the same
argument as is used in the proof of (4) Λ/r(G/(α))/CΛ) is imprimitive. Then
{N{GIiaJ)IW)λ is not transitive on I(a)—{\). Moreover since any element of
order three of iV(G/(Λ)) has no fixed point in I(a), (^Gj^Y^^ has no orbit of
length six. Hence ( N ( G / ( e ) ) / ( " V o r b i t s a r e i7h Δ-{1} and / ( Λ ) - ( Δ U { 7 »
on I{a)- {1}, which are (r i ( f l ))
r
orbits. Thus when N{GKaJ)IW is imprimitive,
Λ
Γ(Gr/(α))KΛ) has two blocks of length six, which are orbits or blocks of TKa\
This implies that for any involution x fixing exactly twelve points N(GICxJKx:>
satisfies the same condition as iV(G/(β))/CΛ).
Let (ij) be any 2-cycle of a. Then TIW and (C(α)
o
 )/Cβ) are subgroups of
N(GICa^)Ka\ Hence there are 3-elements v and v' in T and C(a)ij respectively
such that vIW=v'Ica\ Then υ and υ' normalizes G / ( β ), 7(^)={13, 14} and
I(v')={i,j}. Let Γ be the G/(α)-orbit containing {13,14}. Then since
{13, 14}*= {13, 14}, Γ ^ Γ . Suppose that {ij} is contained in a G/(β)-orbit
different from Γ. Since the order of G / ( Λ ) is not divisible by three, | Γ | is not
divisible by three. Hence Γ ' φ Γ . Thus Γ ^ " 1 - Γ ^ " 1 ΦΓ. This is a contra-
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diction since ΌT/^^GJ^. Thus { J , J } C Γ . Since (ij) is any 2-cycle of a>
G / ( Λ ) is transitive on Ω — I(a). From the same reason, G/(Λri) is transitive on
Ω — /(tfj. Then since /«G / ( α ) , G / O c i ) »={l , 2, 7, 8}, G 1 2 7 8 is transitive on
Ω - {1,2, 7, 8}.
Let ρ be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G / ( β ). Since N(QYw=N(GKa,)Ka\
(N(0)/Cα))i2 783=l. Hence Q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G 1 2 7 8 3 . Then since
G 1 2 7 8 is transitive on Ω - {1, 2, 7, 8}, (NiQ)1^278 is transitive on /(α)- {1, 2,
7, 8} by a lemma of E. Witt [10]. This is a contradiction since N(Q)IW=
N(GIwγw and (NiG^)1^ 2 7 8 is intransitive on /(α)- {1, 2, 7, 8}.
Thus we complete the proof of Lemma 2.
Appendix
In Theorem of [8] we assumed that Q was a Sylow 2-subgroup of G/(Q).
But this assumption is not necessary since if there is a 2-subgroup R satisfying
\I(R)\=t and N(R)KR'=At or St9 then a Sylow 2-subgroup of G / o ? ) satsifies
the assumption of Theorem of [8]. Hence we have the following
Theorem. Let G be a 4-fold transitive group on Ω={1,2, -- ,w} and t
be the maximal number of fixed points of involutions of G. Assume that G has
a 2-subgroup Q such that | I(Q) \ =t and N(QYcφ=St or Au then G is one of the
following groups: S
n
 (n>4), A
n
 (n>6) or M
n
 (w=ll, 12, 23, 24).
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